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TEXT A  
The text below is from the first column of text from 
Text A on page 5 of the question paper. 
 
 
# GIRLS ARE AMAZING  
 
What’s it all about? 
 
Girls Are Amazing is a campaign all about you becoming 
powerful and awesome! 
 
We want you to speak out about the issues that you 
believe in, because your voice matters!  
  
We’ll be inspiring you with stories of girls who are doing 
incredible things in their lives, and exciting ways that 
you can make a different in the world! Are you read? 
Let’s do this!  
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The text below is from the second column of text 
from Text A on page 5 of the question paper.  

 
The Girl Talk Promise  
 
Live your life the Girl Talk way. Tick the boxes to make the 
GT promise!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Look out for amazing girls through the mag!  
 
 
  

I will love myself just the way I am. 

By working hard, I know I can achieve great 
things. 

I will accept others for who they are. 

I have the confidence to stand up for my 
friends and other girls.  

I believe girls are equal to boys. 
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FIGURE 1  
The following is a transcript of Figure 1 on page 7 of 
the question paper. The first word on the line is that 
printed on the form, with any explanation in 
brackets. Other words, following the dash, are the 
words written in response to it.  
 

PEOPLE 

Personality:      
     
Intelligent  - Brainy   

Moody  - Touchy   

Mean 
(with money) 

 - Tight - Stingy - Mingy 

Stupid  - Gormless - Barmy - Daft 

Rude  - Ignorant   

Any Others  - Canny - Queer Old Stick 
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Appearance:      
     

Soft Shoes 
(worn for PE) 

 - Sandshoes - Plimsolls  

Glasses  - Gogs - Specs  

Tall  - Lanky   

Men’s Facial Hair 
(above lip and in 
front of ears)  

 - Tache  - Sideboards  

    

Clothes  
(in general) 

 - Rig out - Glad Rags - Clobber 

 - Show         - Draggings up 

Unattractive  - Plain   

Attractive  - Bonny Lass   

Trousers  - Tracky Bottoms - Budgies  
 

Body:     
     

Nose  - Snitch - Neb - Snout 

Teeth  - Choppers   

Ears  - Lugs   

Legs  - Pins   

Head  - Tat - Nut  

Mouth  - Trap - Chops - Gob 

Any others  - Spelk (splinter)  
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Ages and 
Relationships: 

    

     
Man/woman  - Gadgie - Bloke - Lass 

 - Lad - Bint  

Mother/Father  - Our Mam - Our Dad/old man 

Brother/sister  - Our kid - Our Lass  

Grandmother/ 
Father 

 - Nanna - Grandma - Grandad 

Child  
(boy/girl) 

 - Lass - Sprogs - Bairn  
   (small child) 

Baby   - Nipper - Babby - Bairn 

Boss  - Gaffer   

Friend  - Mate   

Partner 
(sexual) 
male/female 

 

- Living Tally - Our Lass      - The Wife 

Any others  - Left Footer (R.C)  
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TEXT B  

The following is a transcript of Text B on page 8 of 
the question paper. 
 

Men are from ‘er’ and women are from ‘um’: Speech 
markers reveal details about your age, sex and 
lifestyle, scientists claim  

•  Separate studies found that men and  
 older people prefer using ‘er’ 
 

•  Women and teenagers more likely to   
 use ‘um’ during gaps in speech 

 

•  In an interview, Barack Obama used  
 ‘uh’ – the equivalent of ‘er’ – 9 times  

 

•  Interview with Kim Kardashian showed  
 her use of ‘um’ 100% of the time  

 

•  Footballer David Beckham is classed  
 as a ‘betweener’ using a mix  

 

 

•  Trend in women is more prominent,  
 claims Professor Josef Fruehwald  
 

•  There is no conclusive theory as to  
 why women prefer to use ‘um’ 

 

By Ellie Zolfagharifard for Mailonline 
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A major rift has emerged within the English-
speaking world, pitting Barack Obama against Kim 
Kardashian and Eminem against David Beckham.  

The division is between ‘ummers’ and ‘errers’, and, 
while you may not be aware of it, your gender and 
age could have a huge influence on which group 
you fall into.  

Men and older people prefer to use ‘er’ during gaps 
in speech, while women and teenagers are more 
likely to use ‘um’, according to recent research.  

 

END  OF  TRANSCRIPTS 
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